
 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

 

 

 

 

Forex 

USDINR 62.2450 62.4100 62.2425

EURINR 71.0050 71.1225 70.8900

GBPINR 95.6425 96.2825 95.5400

JPYINR 52.2750 52.3925 52.2200
 

 

 

 

International 

Gold 1212.8 1222.9 1205.3

Silver 16.498 16.767 16.328

Copper 2.613 2.627 2.584

Crude 51.25 52.7 49.83

N Gas 2.817 2.885 2.774

B Crude 59.540 60.990 57.800
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Open High Low 

Metals & Energies 

Gold 26245 26510 26234 

Silver 36712 37135 36320 

Copper 358 360.55 355.2 

Nickel 884.3 886.1 864 

Lead 111.6 111.85 110.3 

Zinc 129.15 129.8 128.35 

Aluminium 112.65 112.8 111.6 

Crude 3300 3300 3128 

Natural Gas 175 179.3 172.6 
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 62.3900 62.2375 62.2925 62.3450 62.5175 

 70.9825 70.8100 70.8750 70.9175 71.1300 

 96.2350 96.0900 96.1375 96.1700 96.3725 

 52.3025 52.1300 52.1850 52.2475 52.4200 

1205.3 1208.8  USD Index 94.170 94.530

16.328 16.392  EURUSD 1.1396 1.1450

2.584 2.615  GBPUSD 1.5432 1.5466

49.83 51.96  USDCNY 6.2541 6.2541

2.774 2.816  USDCHF 0.9421 0.9500

57.800 60.210  USDINR 62.0540 62.1700

Close S3 S2 S1 R1 R2 

 26266 25831 25980 26134 26441 26603

 36420 35342 35746 36108 36722 37144

 359.45 352.8 354.7 357.0 361.7 364.0

 865.3 825.7 840.6 853.4 879.3 894.8

 111 105.6 107.5 109.2 113.5 115.2

 128.75 123.6 125.4 127.1 130.3 132.1

 112.25 106.0 108.1 110.2 114.4 116.4

 3246 3092 3146 3196 3310 3369

 174.3 161.9 166.0 170.0 177.8 182.5
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62.6425 62.7775 Buy 

71.2350 71.4000 Buy 

96.4675 96.6225 Buy 

52.5350 52.6800 Buy 

94.530 93.900 94.460 

1.1450 1.1354 1.1366 

1.5466 1.5401 1.5413 

6.2541 6.2541 6.2541 

0.9500 0.9378 0.9495 

62.1700 62.0200 62.1380 

R3 Direction 

26603 26753 Sell 

37144 37590 Sell 

364.0 366.8 Buy 

894.8 906.8 Sell 

115.2 117.0 Sell 

132.1 133.6 Sell 

116.4 118.7 Neutral 

3369 3425 Buy 

182.5 186.9 Neutral 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 26841   

Apr-15 26266 Spot to Active

Jun-15 26443 Spot to Next

Aug-15 27126 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 26137 26266 

Volume 15246 15730 

Open Interest 9065 8828 
 

Gold climbed to pare the longest run of weekly losses in 17 months as investors weighed the outlook for an agreement on Greec

amid signs of economic growth. Bullion for immediate delivery added as much as 0

straight decline would be the longest run since September 2013.Minutes of the Federal Reserve’s January meeting released this

borrowing costs lower for longer. Thursday Reports showed U.S. households were more upbeat in February about the economic out

fewer Americans than forecast filed for jobless claims. European finan

uncertainty around the globe to keep markets a little bit hesitant and looking at safe havens. U.S. job numbers were pretty s

interest rates this year. Many Fed officials cited risks ranging from a stronger dollar to turmoil in Greece as weakening the

Jan. 27-28 meeting showed. The cautious tone contrasted with a report a week later showing payrolls rose more than forecast in January, capping the strongest three mo

growth in 17 years. Looking ahead in today’s trade prices are expected to trade in narrow range and the outcome of Gre

lead the direction and we advise traders to wait for confirmation however technical indicators being in oversold suggest corr
 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 36983   

Mar-15 36420 Spot to Active

May-15 36714 Spot to Next

Jul-15 37662 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 36278 36420 

Volume 24438 27779 

Open Interest 9770 9012 
 

 
 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 358.8   

Feb-15 359.45 Spot to Active

Apr-15 363.85 Spot to Next

Jun-15 368.35 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 359.5 359.45 

Volume 52609 38934 

Open Interest 11966 11947 
 

Copper prices rose for the second time in three days on speculation that reduced production at a BHP

world’s biggest mining company, said on Feb. 13 that as much as 70,000 metric tons of output may be lost after an electrical 

January posted the biggest monthly drop in three years on the outlook for ample production. The Olympic Dam news should get us

than we’ve had.  Reports suggest the lower production at Olympic Dam will probably re

months climbed 1.7 percent to settle at $5,745 a ton on the London Metal Exchange. On the Comex in New York, copper futures f

and trading flat at 8.15 am IST. Markets in China, the world’s biggest metal user, are shut through Feb. 24 for the Lunar New

expect prices to remain in the narrow range and advise traders to stay lo
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Gold 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -575 

Spot to Next -398 

 285 

Change 

129 

484 

-237 

Gold climbed to pare the longest run of weekly losses in 17 months as investors weighed the outlook for an agreement on Greece’s funding and the timing of a U.S. rate increase 

amid signs of economic growth. Bullion for immediate delivery added as much as 0.1 percent to $1,208.30 an ounce at 8 am IST. Prices are down 1.6 percent this week and a fourth 

straight decline would be the longest run since September 2013.Minutes of the Federal Reserve’s January meeting released this week showed policy makers argued 

borrowing costs lower for longer. Thursday Reports showed U.S. households were more upbeat in February about the economic outlook than at any time in the past four years and 

fewer Americans than forecast filed for jobless claims. European finance ministers are meeting in Brussels on Friday to discuss Greece’s bailout. There’s probably just enough 

uncertainty around the globe to keep markets a little bit hesitant and looking at safe havens. U.S. job numbers were pretty strong so that again raises

interest rates this year. Many Fed officials cited risks ranging from a stronger dollar to turmoil in Greece as weakening the case for the first rate increase since 2006, a record of the 

one contrasted with a report a week later showing payrolls rose more than forecast in January, capping the strongest three mo

growth in 17 years. Looking ahead in today’s trade prices are expected to trade in narrow range and the outcome of Greece official meeting with the regions finance minister could 

lead the direction and we advise traders to wait for confirmation however technical indicators being in oversold suggest correction to recent fall.

Silver 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -563 

Spot to Next -269 

 679 

Change 

142 

3341 

-758 

Copper 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active 0.65 

Spot to Next 5.05 

 9.55 

Change 

-0.05 

-13675 

-19 

Copper prices rose for the second time in three days on speculation that reduced production at a BHP Billiton Ltd. mine in Australia will mean a smaller global surplus.BHP, the 

world’s biggest mining company, said on Feb. 13 that as much as 70,000 metric tons of output may be lost after an electrical failure in a mill at the Olympic Dam site. Copper in 

anuary posted the biggest monthly drop in three years on the outlook for ample production. The Olympic Dam news should get us to a more balanced supply

than we’ve had.  Reports suggest the lower production at Olympic Dam will probably reduce global copper supply growth to 5.1 percent this year .Copper for delivery in three 

months climbed 1.7 percent to settle at $5,745 a ton on the London Metal Exchange. On the Comex in New York, copper futures for May delivery rose 1.1 percent to $2.61 a

and trading flat at 8.15 am IST. Markets in China, the world’s biggest metal user, are shut through Feb. 24 for the Lunar New Year. Looking ahead in today’s trade we expect we 

expect prices to remain in the narrow range and advise traders to stay long only after the Feb contract prices in Mcx close above 364 levels. 
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e’s funding and the timing of a U.S. rate increase 

.1 percent to $1,208.30 an ounce at 8 am IST. Prices are down 1.6 percent this week and a fourth 

week showed policy makers argued for keeping 

look than at any time in the past four years and 

ce ministers are meeting in Brussels on Friday to discuss Greece’s bailout. There’s probably just enough 

trong so that again raises the specter of higher U.S. 

case for the first rate increase since 2006, a record of the 

one contrasted with a report a week later showing payrolls rose more than forecast in January, capping the strongest three months of jobs 

ece official meeting with the regions finance minister could 

ection to recent fall. 

 

 

Billiton Ltd. mine in Australia will mean a smaller global surplus.BHP, the 

failure in a mill at the Olympic Dam site. Copper in 

to a more balanced supply-and-demand outlook 

duce global copper supply growth to 5.1 percent this year .Copper for delivery in three 

or May delivery rose 1.1 percent to $2.61 a pound 

Looking ahead in today’s trade we expect we 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 111   

Feb-15 111 Spot to Active

Mar-15 112.15 Spot to Next

Apr-15 112.9 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 111.85 111 

Volume 8855 7369 

Open Interest 2492 2700 
 

 
 

 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 129   

Feb-15 128.75 Spot to Active

Mar-15 129.55 Spot to Next

Apr-15 130.7 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 129.45 128.75 

Volume 14355 8421 

Open Interest 3334 3465 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 3245   

Mar-15 3246 Spot to Active

Apr-15 3336 Spot to Next

May-15 3442 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 3313 3246 

Volume 32574 131882 

Open Interest 9335 20254 
 

Crude oil prices rebounded in early Asia on Friday, shrugging off large builds in U.S. stockpiles, as investors looked ahead to Greece 

manages to secure continued debt financing. On the New York Mercantile Exch

West Texas Intermediate oil futures remained in negative territory on Thursday, after data showed that oil supplies in the U.

over a glut in supplies. The U.S. Energy Information Administration said in its weekly report that U.S. crude oil inventories

compared to expectations for an increase of 3.3 million barrels. Total U.S. crude oil inventories stood at 425.6 million barrels as of last week, the most on record

August 1982.The data came out one day later than usual due to Monday's Presidents Day holiday in the U.S.Oil price

Petroleum Exporting Countries resisted calls to cut output, while the U.S. pumped at the fastest pace in more than three deca

market sentiment remained subdued following reports that Germany rejected a proposed bailout extension request from Greece, as Athens faces ru

of the month. Prices also recovered on the back of US Union negotiators on Thursday rejected the late

since 1980 may spread to more plants beyond the 11 where walkouts are underway of labor strike. Looking ahead in today’s trad

narrow range with negative and we advise traders not to take any fresh longs till the close above 3340 and shorts till the cl
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Lead 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active 0 

Spot to Next 1.15 

 1.9 

Change 

-0.85 

-1486 

208 

Zinc 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -0.25 

Spot to Next 0.55 

 1.7 

Change 

-0.7 

-5934 

131 

Crude 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active 1 

Spot to Next 91 

 197 

Change 

-67 

99308 

10919 

prices rebounded in early Asia on Friday, shrugging off large builds in U.S. stockpiles, as investors looked ahead to Greece and the euro zone and whether the country can 

manages to secure continued debt financing. On the New York Mercantile Exchange, crude oil for delivery in April rose 0.76% to trade at $52.53 a barrel at 8.20 am IST. Overnight, 

West Texas Intermediate oil futures remained in negative territory on Thursday, after data showed that oil supplies in the U.S. rose to the highest leve

over a glut in supplies. The U.S. Energy Information Administration said in its weekly report that U.S. crude oil inventories rose by 7.7 million barrels in the week ended February 13, 

e of 3.3 million barrels. Total U.S. crude oil inventories stood at 425.6 million barrels as of last week, the most on record

August 1982.The data came out one day later than usual due to Monday's Presidents Day holiday in the U.S.Oil prices have fallen sharply in recent months as the Organization of 

Petroleum Exporting Countries resisted calls to cut output, while the U.S. pumped at the fastest pace in more than three decades, creating a glut in global supplies. Meanwhile, 

remained subdued following reports that Germany rejected a proposed bailout extension request from Greece, as Athens faces ru

of the month. Prices also recovered on the back of US Union negotiators on Thursday rejected the latest contract offer from oil companies and said the largest U.S. refinery strike 

since 1980 may spread to more plants beyond the 11 where walkouts are underway of labor strike. Looking ahead in today’s trade we expect Mcx Feb contract oil prices to trade in 

narrow range with negative and we advise traders not to take any fresh longs till the close above 3340 and shorts till the close below 3080. 
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and the euro zone and whether the country can 

ange, crude oil for delivery in April rose 0.76% to trade at $52.53 a barrel at 8.20 am IST. Overnight, 

S. rose to the highest level on record, exacerbating fears 

rose by 7.7 million barrels in the week ended February 13, 

e of 3.3 million barrels. Total U.S. crude oil inventories stood at 425.6 million barrels as of last week, the most on records dating back to 

s have fallen sharply in recent months as the Organization of 

des, creating a glut in global supplies. Meanwhile, 

remained subdued following reports that Germany rejected a proposed bailout extension request from Greece, as Athens faces running out of money by the end 

st contract offer from oil companies and said the largest U.S. refinery strike 

e we expect Mcx Feb contract oil prices to trade in 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

 

 

 

Date Time (IST) Zone Data

20-02-2015 2:00pm EUR German Flash 

20-02-2015 2:00pm EUR German Flash Services PMI

20-02-2015 2:30pm EUR Flash Manufacturing PMI

20-02-2015 2:30pm EUR Flash Services PMI

20-02-2015 8:15pm USD Flash Manufacturing PMI
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Economic Calendar 

Data Forecast

German Flash Manufacturing PMI 51.8 

German Flash Services PMI 54.3 

Flash Manufacturing PMI 51.6 

Flash Services PMI 53.2 

Flash Manufacturing PMI 53.7 
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Forecast Previous 

50.9 

54 

51 

52.7 

53.9 


